
Significant Weather Outlook – Tuesday 22 February 2022 
Not for public or media dissemination. This Outlook only includes significant or severe weather. See MetEye for the latest rainfall forecasts. 

Overview - Next 4 Days 
An upper trough moves slowly overhead of NSW this week directing showers and thunderstorms over 
much of the state. Isolated severe storms are forecast each day this week. Short burst of heavy rain, large 
hail and damaging winds all possible. A few small-scale troughs could affect the east coast this week 
leading to the risk of isolated moderate to heavy rainfall along the coast. Thus, there is an increased risk of 
flash-flooding. However, model guidance is very high and will need to be monitored over the next few days. 

ZONE Tue 22 Feb Wed 23 Feb Thu 24 Feb Fri 25 Feb

Northern coast W

Severe Weather Possible (Storms): 
Isolated thunderstorms forecast across the zone over the next few days. Isolated severe storms possible 
south of about Coffs Harbour today. Severe storms possible again on Thursday. A coastal trough could 
result in isolated moderate to heavy rainfall (50-100mm) over the coast south of Port Stephens today. 
Flash-flooding therefore possible, especially if affecting urban environments (Newcastle/Central Coast). 

Lord Howe Island: 
Nil significant weather. 

Metropolitan coast W W

Severe Weather Possible (Storms): 
Isolated thunderstorms forecast each afternoon/evening. Severe storms possible today, mainly associated 
with short burst of heavy rain that could lead to flash-flooding  A coastal trough could result in isolated 
moderate to heavy rainfall (50-100mm) over the coast today. Increased risk of flash-flooding. This event 
would be covered by a Severe Thunderstorm Warning. 

South Eastern 

Severe Weather Possible (Storms): 
Isolated thunderstorms forecast each afternoon/evening for the next few days. Isolated severe storms 
possible north of about Moruya today, mainly associated with short bursts of heavy rain. A coastal trough 
could result in isolated moderate to heavy rainfall (50-100mm) over the Illawarra coast from afternoon. 
Increased risk of flash-flooding. This event would be covered by a Severe Thunderstorm Warning. 

Southern 

Severe Weather Possible (Storms): 
Isolated thunderstorms forecast each afternoon/evening for the next few days. Isolated severe storms 
possible north of about Wagga today and tomorrow, mainly associated with short bursts of heavy rain. 

Western E E 

Severe Weather Possible (Storms/Flood): 
Isolated thunderstorms forecast each afternoon/evening for the next few days. Isolated severe storms 
possible today and tomorrow mainly associated with short bursts of heavy rain. Therefore, monitor the 
latest thunderstorms forecast on the registered user page. Minor to moderate flooding continues down the 
Darling River (refer Flood Warnings). 

Longer-term (5-7 day): 
Showers and isolated thunderstorms continue over the east of the state into next week with isolated severe 
storms possible almost every day. There is an increased risk of a tropical cyclone developing over the 
Coral Sea next week. Seasonal forecasts indicate wet conditions continuing into early Autumn over the 
eastern parts of the state. 

No significant weather expected LECL Potential East Coast Low  
Potential Heavy Rainfall 
(Excluding Severe Thunderstorms)
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  Significant Weather possible 
- maintain awareness  

Potential Severe Thunderstorms 
(See Thunderstorm Outlook)  Potential Riverine Flooding 

  Severe Weather poss ble  
Potential Severe Wind  
(Excluding Severe Thunderstorms)  

Potential Damaging Surf or 
Abnormally High Tides 

  Severe Weather l kely 
 

Potential Dangerous Fire Weather  Potential Snow 

 High-End Severe Weather possible 
High-End Severe Weather is a subset of severe weather events, including those caused by 
thunderstorms, characterised by either he peak intensity of the severe weather phenomena, the 
duration of the event, or the degree of impact (based on population density or sensitivity). 

Prepared by the SES (BoM) Meteorologist 
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Significant Weather Outlook – Wednesday 23 February 2022 
Not for public or media dissemination. This Outlook only includes significant or severe weather. See MetEye for the latest rainfall forecasts. 
 

Overview - Next 4 Days 
A passing upper trough will bring showers and thunderstorms over much of the state this week. Isolated 
severe storms are forecast almost every day this week. Short burst of heavy rain, large hail and damaging 
winds all possible. A few small-scale troughs could affect the east coast this week leading to the risk of 
isolated moderate to heavy rainfall along the coast. Thus, there is an increased risk of flash-flooding. The 
risk of riverine flooding is currently low. 

 

ZONE Wed 23 Feb Thu 24 Feb Fri 25 Feb Sat 26 Feb 
 

Northern N N W  
Severe Weather Possible/Likely (Storms/Rain): 
Isolated thunderstorms forecast across the zone over the next few days. A coastal trough will result in 
increased rainfall developing north of about Coffs Harbour from this afternoon into Thursday  Isolated 
moderate to heavy rainfall possible (50-100mm). Isolated severe storms possible from this afternoon into 
Thursday. Heavy to intense rainfall possible. Thus flash-flooding likely, mainly north of about Coffs 
Harbour. Riverine flood risk is currently low with worst case scenarios indicating minor for 
Richmond/Wilson. 
 
Lord Howe Island: 
Nil significant weather. 
   

Metropolitan E  W W 

Severe Weather Possible (Storms):  
Isolated thunderstorms forecast each day, mainly in the west. Isolated severe storms possible near the 
coast this morning associated with short bursts of heavy rain that could lead to flash-flooding. 
 

South Eastern N    
Severe Weather Possible (Storms): 
Isolated thunderstorms forecast over the next few days. A coastal trough could bring isolated moderate to 
heavy rain/storms over the Illawarra this morning (50-100mm). Flash-flooding therefore possible. This 
event would be covered by a Severe Thunderstorm Warning. 
 

Southern     

Severe Weather Possible (Storms):  
Isolated thunderstorms forecast over the next few days. Isolated severe storms possible north of about 
Wagga today, mainly associated with short bursts of heavy rain.  

 

Western     

Severe Weather Possible (Storms): 
Isolated thunderstorms forecast for the next few days. Isolated severe storms possible west of about Moree 
today, shift ng east of Moree on Thursday. The main threat with severe storms is short burst of heavy rain 
leading to flash-flooding and damaging winds.  
 

Longer-term (5-7 day):  
Showers and isolated thunderstorms continue over much of the state. Isolated severe storms are possible 
almost every day, shifting around the state with movement of the trough. There is an increased risk of a 
tropical cyclone developing over the Coral Sea next week that needs to be monitored. Seasonal forecasts 
indicate wet conditions continuing into early Autumn over the eastern parts of the state. 

 

 No significant weather expected LECL Potential East Coast Low   
Potential Heavy Rainfall  
(Excluding Severe Thunderstorms) 

  Significant Weather possible 
- maintain awareness  

Potential Severe Thunderstorms 
(See Thunderstorm Outlook)  Potential Riverine Flooding 
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  Severe Weather poss ble  
Potential Severe Wind  
(Excluding Severe Thunderstorms)  

Potential Damaging Surf or 
Abnormally High Tides 

  Severe Weather l kely 
 

Potential Dangerous Fire Weather  Potential Snow 

 High-End Severe Weather possible 
High-End Severe Weather is a subset of severe weather events, including those caused by 
thunderstorms, characterised by either he peak intensity of the severe weather phenomena, the 
duration of the event, or the degree of impact (based on population density or sensitivity). 

Prepared by the SES (BoM) Meteorologist 
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Significant Weather Outlook – Thursday 24 February 2022 
Not for public or media dissemination. This Outlook only includes significant or severe weather. See MetEye for the latest rainfall forecasts. 
 

Overview - Next 4 Days 
Showers and isolated thunderstorms are forecast across the state over the next few days, including the 
risk of isolated severe storms over the northeast of the state and over the east coast. The main threat 
associated with severe storms is flash-flooding. Moderate to heavy rainfall is forecast over the next few 
days over the far northeast of the state, with torrential rainfall that could lead to life-threatening flash-
flooding possible over the North Coast north of about Coffs Harbour. As catchments become saturated up 
north the risk of significant flooding increases. This will be slightly tempered for some catchments due to 
neap tide this week. There is a risk of a Tropical Cyclone developing over the Coral Sea next week.   

 

ZONE Thu 24 Feb Fri 25 Feb Sat 26 Feb Sun 27 Feb 
 

Northern N  N  N   

Severe Weather Likely (Storms/Rain/Flood): 
Isolated severe thunderstorms forecast across the zone over the next few days associated with short burst 
of heavy rain that can lead to flash-flooding. Isolated waterspouts can't be ruled out over the coastal fringe 
(ie locally damaging wind gusts). Moderate to heavy rainfall is possible north of about Port Macquarie till 
Saturday, with torrential rainfall possible at times north of about Coffs Harbour. This could lead to life-
threatening flash-flooding, especially as catchments become more saturated. Landslips are also possible 
given torrential rainfall. There is also a risk of significant riverine flooding up north as heavy rainfall falls on 
increasingly saturated catchments (monitor for Flood Watch/Warning).  
 
Lord Howe Island: 
Nil significant weather. However, monitor for the potential of a Tropical Cyclone developing over the Coral 
Sea next week. 
   

Metropolitan     
Severe Weather Possible (Storms):  
Isolated thunderstorms forecast over the next few days. Isolated severe storms possible near the coast 
today and tomorrow associated with transitory coastal troughs. This could lead to flash-flooding. Monitor 
the latest thunderstorm forecast on the registered user page. 
 

South Eastern     
Severe Weather Possible (Storms): 
Isolated thunderstorms forecast over the next few days. Isolated severe storms possible near the coast 
today and tomorrow associated with transitory coastal troughs. This could lead to flash-flooding. Monitor 
the latest thunderstorm forecast on the registered user page. 
 

Southern     

Significant Weathe  Possible (Storms):  
Isolated thunderstorms forecast over the next few days. Severe storms currently not expected.  

 

Western     

Severe Weather Possible (Storms): 
Isolated thunderstorms forecast across much of the zone over the next few days. Isolated severe storms 
possible east of about Coonamble today and tomorrow. The main threat with severe storms is short burst 
of heavy rain leading to flash-flooding. Monitor the latest thunderstorm forecast on the registered user 
page. 
 

Longer-term (5-7 day):  
Showers and isolated thunderstorms continue over much of the state next week with isolated severe 
storms possible almost every day. Monitor for the development of a Tropical Cyclone over the Coral Sea 
next week and forecast southerly movement later in the week. Seasonal forecasts indicate wet conditions 
continuing into early Autumn over the eastern parts of the state. 
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 No significant weather expected LECL Potential East Coast Low   
Potential Heavy Rainfall  
(Excluding Severe Thunderstorms) 

  Significant Weather possible 
- maintain awareness  

Potential Severe Thunderstorms 
(See Thunderstorm Outlook)  Potential Riverine Flooding 

  Severe Weather poss ble  
Potential Severe Wind  
(Excluding Severe Thunderstorms)  

Potential Damaging Surf or 
Abnormally High Tides 

  Severe Weather l kely 
 

Potential Dangerous Fire Weather  Potential Snow 

 High-End Severe Weather possible 
High-End Severe Weather is a subset of severe weather events, including those caused by 
thunderstorms, characterised by either he peak intensity of the severe weather phenomena, the 
duration of the event, or the degree of impact (based on population density or sensitivity). 

Prepared by the SES (BoM) Meteorologist 
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Significant Weather Outlook – Friday 25 February 2022 
Not for public or media dissemination. This Outlook only includes significant or severe weather. See MetEye for the latest rainfall forecasts. 
 

Overview - Next 4 Days 
Showers and isolated severe thunderstorms are forecast across much the state over the next few days. 
The main threat associated with severe storms is short bursts of heavy rain that could lead to flash-
flooding. Moderate to heavy rainfall is forecast over the far northeast of the state until Saturday or Sunday. 
Flash-flooding is therefore likely given saturated catchments. Short duration intense rainfall could lead to 
life-threatening flash-flooding north of about Coffs Harbour over the next day or two. Significant riverine 
flooding possible in the northeast (refer Flood Watch/Warnings). There is a risk of a Tropical Cyclone 
developing over the Coral Sea next week.   

 

ZONE Fri 25 Feb Sat 26 Feb Sun 27 Feb Mon 28 Feb 
 

Northern N  N    

Severe Weather Likely (Storms/Rain/Flood): 
Isolated severe thunderstorms forecast across the zone over the next few days associated with short burst 
of heavy rain that can lead to flash-flooding. Isolated waterspouts can't be ruled out over the coastal fringe 
(ie locally damaging wind gusts). Moderate to heavy rainfall is possible north of about Port Macquarie till 
Saturday, easing into Sunday where it's becomes more isolated. Flash-flooding is therefore likely, possibly 
life-threatening with short burst of torrential rain north of about Coffs Harbour today and tomorrow. 
Significant riverine flooding possible (refer Flood Watch/Warning).  
 
Lord Howe Island (Storms): 
Thunderstorms possible on Monday with an approaching trough. Monitor for the potential of a Tropical 
Cyclone developing over the Coral Sea next week. 
   

Metropolitan     
Severe Weather Possible (Storms):  
Isolated thunderstorms forecast over the next few days. Isolated severe storms possible today and 
tomorrow associated with short bursts of heavy rain that could lead to flash-flooding. Monitor the latest 
thunderstorm forecast on the registered user page  
 

South Eastern     
Severe Weather Possible (Storms)  
Isolated thunderstorms forecast over the next few days. Isolated severe storms possible across the zone 
today and tomorrow associated with short bursts of heavy rain that could lead to flash-flooding. Monitor the 
latest thunderstorm forecast on he registered user page. 
 

Southern     

Severe Weather Possible (Storms):  
Isolated thunderstorms forecast over the next few days. Isolated severe storms associated with short 
bursts of heavy rain possible this afternoon/evening. Monitor the latest thunderstorm forecast on the 
registered use  page. 

 

Western     

Severe Weather Possible (Storms): 
Isolated thunderstorms forecast across much of the zone over the next few days. Isolated severe storms 
possible each day, mainly in the afternoon/evening. The main threat with severe storms is short burst of 
heavy rain leading to flash-flooding. Monitor the latest thunderstorm forecast on the registered user page. 
 

Longer-term (5-7 day):  
Showers and isolated thunderstorms continue over much of the state next week with isolated severe 
storms possible almost every day. Monitor for further enhanced rain mid next week with another upper 
trough. Monitor the development of a Tropical Cyclone over the Coral Sea next week, although the latest 
model guidance is expected it to move southeast and away from the mainland. Seasonal forecasts indicate 
wet conditions continuing into early Autumn over the eastern parts of the state. 
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 No significant weather expected LECL Potential East Coast Low   
Potential Heavy Rainfall  
(Excluding Severe Thunderstorms) 

  Significant Weather possible 
- maintain awareness  

Potential Severe Thunderstorms 
(See Thunderstorm Outlook)  Potential Riverine Flooding 

  Severe Weather poss ble  
Potential Severe Wind  
(Excluding Severe Thunderstorms)  

Potential Damaging Surf or 
Abnormally High Tides 

  Severe Weather l kely 
 

Potential Dangerous Fire Weather  Potential Snow 

 High-End Severe Weather possible 
High-End Severe Weather is a subset of severe weather events, including those caused by 
thunderstorms, characterised by either he peak intensity of the severe weather phenomena, the 
duration of the event, or the degree of impact (based on population density or sensitivity). 

Prepared by the SES (BoM) Meteorologist 
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Significant Weather Outlook – Saturday 26 February 2022 
Not for public or media dissemination. This Outlook only includes significant or severe weather. See MetEye for the latest rainfall forecasts. 
 

Overview - Next 4 Days 
Showers and isolated severe thunderstorms are forecast across much the state over the next few days. 
The main threat associated with severe storms is short bursts of heavy rain that could lead to flash-
flooding, especially over the saturated east coast. Moderate to heavy rainfall is forecast over the far 
northeast of the state till Monday. However, active monitoring is required as model guidance is still highly 
uncertain and extremely variable between each new model run. Prolonged riverine flooding is therefore 
expected, with further significant rises possible over the North Coast. Flash-flooding is likely, particularly 
over the North Coast where life-threatening flash-flooding is not out of the question. Heavy rainfall could 
lead to landslips over the next few days. 

 

ZONE Sat 26 Feb Sun 27 Feb Mon 28 Feb Tue 29 Feb 
 

Northern N  N  N   

Severe Weather Likely (Storms/Rain/Flood): 
Isolated severe thunderstorms forecast across the zone over the next few days associated with short burst 
of heavy rain that can lead to flash-flooding. Moderate to heavy rainfall is possible till Monday, especially 
north of about Coffs Harbour. Model guidance is hinting at a low developing offshore of the SE QLD coast 
and moving slowly S/SE over the weekend. This would increase the risk of heavy to torrential rainfall, 
damaging winds and rough seas. Prolonged riverine flooding expected, significant further rises possible. 
Active monitoring required given the forecast uncertainty.  
 
Lord Howe Island (Storms/Rain): 
Thunderstorms possible on Monday/Tuesday with an approaching trough/low. Monitor for the potential of a 
moderate to heavy rainfall on Tuesday. Monitor forecasts for a potential tropical cyclone developing over 
the Coral Sea next week. 
   

Metropolitan     
Severe Weather Possible (Storms):  
Isolated thunderstorms forecast over the next few days. Isolated severe storms possible associated with 
short bursts of heavy rain that could lead to flash-flooding, especially given saturated conditions. Monitor 
the latest thunderstorm forecast on the registered user page. 
 

South Eastern     
Severe Weather Possible (Storms): 
Isolated thunderstorms forecast over the next few days. Isolated severe storms possible across the zone 
over the next few days associated with short bursts of heavy rain that could lead to flash-flooding. Monitor 
the latest thunderstorm forecast on the registered user page. 
 

Southern     

Severe Weather Possible (Storms):  
Isolated thunderstorms forecast over the next few days. Isolated severe storms associated with short 
bursts of heavy rain possible over the next few days. Monitor the latest thunderstorm forecast on the 
registered user page. 

 

Western     

Severe Weather Possible (Storms): 
Isolated thunderstorms forecast across much of the zone over the next few days. Isolated severe storms 
possible each day, mainly in the afternoon/evening. The main threat with severe storms is short burst of 
heavy rain that could lead to flash-flooding. Monitor the latest thunderstorm forecast on the registered user 
page. 
 

Longer-term (5-7 day):  
Showers and isolated thunderstorms continue over much of the state next week with isolated severe 
storms possible almost every day. Monitor for further enhanced rain mid next week with another upper 
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trough. Seasonal forecasts indicate wet conditions continuing into early Autumn over the eastern parts of 
the state. 

 

 No significant weather expected LECL Potential East Coast Low   
Potential Heavy Rainfall  
(Excluding Severe Thunderstorms) 

  Significant Weather possible 
- maintain awareness  

Potential Severe Thunderstorms 
(See Thunderstorm Outlook)  Potential Riverine Flooding 

  Severe Weather poss ble  
Potential Severe Wind  
(Excluding Severe Thunderstorms)  

Potential Damaging Surf or 
Abnormally High Tides 

  Severe Weather l kely 
 

Potential Dangerous Fire Weather  Potential Snow 

 High-End Severe Weather possible 
High-End Severe Weather is a subset of severe weather events, including those caused by 
thunderstorms, characterised by either he peak intensity of the severe weather phenomena, the 
duration of the event, or the degree of impact (based on population density or sensitivity)  

Prepared by the SES (BoM) Met orologist 
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Significant Weather Outlook – Sunday 27 February 2022 
Not for public or media dissemination. This Outlook only includes significant or severe weather. See MetEye for the latest rainfall forecasts. 
 

Overview - Next 4 Days 
A low pressure system is expected to form off the southeast QLD coast and moves slowly southwards over 
the next few days. This will result in widespread heavy to torrential rainfall over the North Coast today and 
tomorrow. Life-threatening flash-flooding is possible, especially given saturated catchments. Landslips are 
also possible and could lead to road closures. Significant riverine flooding is forecast over the northern 
coastal catchments (refer to Flood Warnings). Depending on the strength and position of the low we could 
see Damaging Winds and rough seas developing over the North Coast.  
 
For the rest of the state, showers and isolated thunderstorms are forecast over the next few days with 
isolated severe storms possible. The main threat associated with severe storms is short bursts of heavy 
rain that could lead to flash-flooding. The low pressure system moving slowly south could intensify and 
move onshore of the NSW coast mid next week. This would result in further heavy rainfall, flooding  
damaging winds and surf. Spring tide occurs next week will increase the risk of beach erosion. 

 

ZONE Sun 27 Feb Mon 28 Feb Tue 29 Feb Wed 30 Feb 
 

Northern N  N    

High-End Severe Weather Possible (Storms/Rain/Flood/Wind/Surf): 
Isolated severe thunderstorms forecast across the zone over the next few days associated with short burst 
of heavy rain that can lead to flash-flooding. Heavy to torrential rainfall forecast north of about Port 
Macquarie today and tomorrow (refer Severe Weather Warning). Life-threatening flash-flooding possible in 
the north, especially given saturated catchments. Landslips possible, which could result in road closures. 
Significant riverine flooding possible (refer Flood Warnings). Depending on the strength and position of the 
low, there is a risk of damaging winds and rough seas developing over the Northern Rivers tomorrow, 
moving south on Monday. Increased risk of beach erosion nto next week given E'ly wave direction and 
approaching spring tide. Monitor the movement of the low over the next few days, and it potentially 
impacting the NSW coast mid next week. 
 
Lord Howe Island (Storms/Rain/Wind/Surf): 
Thunderstorms possible from Monday with an approaching trough/low. Strong and gusty winds and rough 
seas possible with the system moving near the island on Monday and Tuesday. Depending on the strength 
and position of the trough/low, there is a chance of moderate to heavy rainfall over the island. Monitor 
forecasts for a potential tropical cyclone developing over the Coral Sea next week. 
   

Metropolitan     
Severe Weather Possible (Storms/Rain/Wind/Surf):  
Isolated thunderstorms forecast over the next few days. Isolated severe storms possible associated with 
short bursts of heavy rain that could lead to flash-flooding, especially given saturated conditions. Monitor 
the latest thunderstorm forecast on the registered user page. Monitor the movement of the low over the 
next few days and the risk of hazardous surf and beach erosion. There is a risk this low could impact the 
NSW coast mid next week (heavy rain/damaging winds/rough seas possible). 
 

South Eastern     
Severe Weather Possible (Storms/Rain/Wind/Surf): 
Isolated thunderstorms forecast over the next few days. Isolated severe storms possible across the zone 
over the next few days associated with short bursts of heavy rain that could lead to flash-flooding. Monitor 
the latest thunderstorm forecast on the registered user page. Monitor the movement of the low over the 
next few days and the risk of hazardous surf and beach erosion. There is a risk this low could impact the 
NSW coast mid next week (heavy rain/damaging winds/rough seas possible). 
 

Southern     

Severe Weather Possible (Storms):  
Isolated thunderstorms forecast over the next few days. Isolated severe storms associated with short 
bursts of heavy rain possible over the next few days, mainly afternoon/evening. Monitor the latest 
thunderstorm forecast on the registered user page. 
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Western     

Severe Weather Possible (Storms): 
Isolated thunderstorms forecast across much of the zone over the next few days. Isolated severe storms 
possible each day, mainly in the south and during the afternoon/evening. The main threat with severe 
storms is short burst of heavy rain that could lead to flash-flooding. Monitor the latest thunderstorm forecast 
on the registered user page. 
 

Longer-term (5-7 day):  
Monitor the movement of the low down the NSW coast next week and the risk of impacting the coast. 
Unsettled weather conditions begin contracting to the east later in the week. Seasonal forecasts indicate 
wet conditions continuing into early Autumn over the eastern parts of the state. 

 

 No significant weather expected LECL Potential East Coast Low   
Potential Heavy Rainfall  
(Excluding Severe Thu dersto ms  

  Significant Weather possible 
- maintain awareness  

Potential Severe Thunderstorms 
(See Thunderstorm Outlook)  Potential Riverine Flooding 

  Severe Weather poss ble  
Potential Severe Wind  
(Excluding Severe Thunderstorms)  

Potential Damaging Surf or 
Abnormally High Tides 

  Severe Weather l kely 
 

Potential Dangerous Fire Weather  Potential Snow 

 High-End Severe Weather possible 
High-End Severe Weather is a subset of severe weather events, including those caused by 
thunderstorms, characterised by either he peak intensity of the severe weather phenomena, the 
duration of the event, or the degree of impact (based on population density or sensitivity). 

Prepared by the SES (BoM) Meteorologist 
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Significant Weather Outlook – Monday 28 February 2022 
Not for public or media dissemination. This Outlook only includes significant or severe weather. See MetEye for the latest rainfall forecasts. 
 

Overview - Next 4 Days 
A low pressure system has formed off the southern QLD coast and will slowly move south over the next 
few days. This will result in widespread heavy to torrential rainfall over the North Coast. Life-threatening 
flash-flooding is possible, especially given saturated catchments. Landslips are also possible and could 
lead to road closures. Significant riverine flooding is forecast over the northern coastal catchments (refer to 
Flood Warnings). Depending on the strength and position of the low we could see Damaging Winds and 
rough seas developing over the North Coast.  
 
For the rest of the state, showers and isolated thunderstorms are forecast over the next few days with 
isolated severe storms possible. The main threat associated with severe storms is short bursts of heavy 
rain that could lead to flash-flooding. The low pressure system will continue to slowly move south and could 
intensify and move onshore of the NSW coast mid next week. This would result in further heavy rainfall, 
flooding, damaging winds and surf. Spring tide occurs next week will increase the risk of beach erosion. 

 

ZONE Mon 28 Feb Tue 1 Mar Wed 2 Mar Thurs 3 Mar 
 

Northern     
High-End Severe Weather Possible (Storms/Rain/Flood/Wind/Surf): 
Isolated severe thunderstorms forecast across the zone over the next few days associated with short burst 
of heavy rain that can lead to flash-flooding. Heavy to torrential rainfall forecast north of about Port 
Macquarie during Monday morning (refer Severe Weather Warning). Life-threatening flash-flooding 
possible, especially given saturated catchments. Landslips possible, which could result in road closures. 
Significant riverine flooding possible (refer Flood Warnings). Depending on the strength and position of the 
low, there is a risk of damaging winds and rough seas developing over the Northern Rivers on Monday 
morning. Possible risk of waterspouts moving onshore from Monday morning easing through the day. 
Increased risk of beach erosion into next week given E'ly wave direction and approaching spring tide. 
Monitor the movement of the low over the next few days  and it potentially impacting the NSW coast mid 
next week. 
 
Lord Howe Island (Storms/Rain/Wind/Surf): 
Thunderstorms possible from Monday with an approaching trough/low. Strong and gusty winds and rough 
seas possible with the system moving near the island on Monday and Tuesday. Depending on the strength 
and position of the trough/low, there is a chance of moderate to heavy rainfall over the island. Monitor 
forecasts for a potential tropical cyclone developing over the Coral Sea next week. 
   

Metropolitan     
Severe Weather Possible (Storms/Rain/Wind/Surf):  
Isolated thunderstorms forecast over the next few days. Isolated severe storms possible associated with 
short bursts of heavy rain that could lead to flash-flooding, especially given saturated conditions. Monitor 
the latest thunderstorm forecast on the registered user page. Monitor the movement of the low over the 
next few days and the risk of hazardous surf and beach erosion. There is a risk this low could impact the 
NSW coast mid next week (heavy rain/damaging winds/rough seas possible). 
 

South Eastern     
Severe Weather Possible (Storms/Rain/Wind/Surf): 
I olated thunderstorms forecast over the next few days. Isolated severe storms possible across the zone 
over the next few days associated with short bursts of heavy rain that could lead to flash-flooding. Monitor 
the latest thunderstorm forecast on the registered user page. Possible riverine flooding in parts through the 
week. Monitor the movement of the low over the next few days and the risk of hazardous surf and beach 
erosion. There is a risk this low could impact the NSW coast mid next week (heavy rain/damaging 
winds/rough seas possible). 
 

Southern     

Severe Weather Possible (Storms):  
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Isolated thunderstorms forecast over the next few days. Isolated severe storms associated with short 
bursts of heavy rain possible over the next few days, mainly afternoon/evening. Monitor the latest 
thunderstorm forecast on the registered user page. 

 

Western     

Severe Weather Possible (Storms): 
Isolated thunderstorms forecast across much of the zone over the next few days. Isolated severe storms 
possible each day, mainly in the south and during the afternoon/evening. The main threat with severe 
storms is short burst of heavy rain that could lead to flash-flooding. Monitor the latest thunderstorm forecast 
on the registered user page. 
 

Longer-term (5-7 day):  
Monitor the movement of the low down the NSW coast next week and the risk of impacting the co st. 
Unsettled weather conditions begin contracting to the east later in the week. Seasonal forecasts indicate 
wet conditions continuing into early Autumn over the eastern parts of the state. 

 

 No significant weather expected LECL Potential East Coast Low   
Potential Heavy Rainfall  
(Excluding Se e Thunderstorms) 

  Significant Weather possible 
- maintain awareness  

Potential Severe Thunderstorms 
(See Thunderstorm Outlook)  Pote tial Riverine Flooding 

  Severe Weather poss ble  
Potential Severe Wind  
(Excluding Severe Thunderstorms)  

Potential Damaging Surf or 
Abnormally High Tides 

  Severe Weather l kely 
 

Potential Dangerous Fire Weather  Potential Snow 

 High-End Severe Weather possible 
High-End Severe Weather is a subset of severe weather events, including those caused by 
thunderstorms, characterised by eithe  he peak intensity of the severe weather phenomena, the 
duration of the event, or the deg ee of mpact (based on population density or sensitivity). 

Prepared by the SES (BoM) Meteorologist 
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Significant Weather Outlook – Thursday 3 March 2022 
Not for public or media dissemination. This Outlook only includes significant or severe weather. See MetEye for the latest rainfall forecasts. 
 

Overview - Next 4 Days 
An East Coast Low will cross the NSW coast between Newcastle and Taree this evening. A coastal trough 
will remain on Friday, with showers expected for the entire coast, and the potential for thunderstorms and 
associated locally heavy rainfall in the northeast. Between Saturday and Monday a front will approach from 
the west and interact with the coastal trough, leading to a general increase in rainfall along the coast, with 
heavy falls likely to redevelop somewhere on either the central or southern parts of the coast. 

 

ZONE Thu 3 Mar Fri 4 Mar Sat 5 Mar Sun 7 Mar 
 

Northern     
Heavy rain along the south of the Mid North coast along with the potential for flash flooding as an ECL 
crosses the coast near Taree this evening. Severe thunderstorms with possible large hail, heavy rainfall 
and damaging winds in the northeast of the state. Severe thunderstorms with heavy rain again possible 
throughout the zone on Friday, severe thunderstorm risk confined to the Hunter on Saturday, and then 
extending throughout the zone again on Sunday. 
 
Lord Howe Island 
Showers, with the potential for moderate falls to develop during the weekend.  
   

Metropolitan     
Severe Weather Possible (Storms, Heavy Rainfall, Damaging Surf):  
Frequent showers continuing over the metro this evening and overnight could still lead to reasonably high 
totals by 9am Friday, however heavy rainfall rates are no longer expected. Showers continuing Friday and 
Saturday, with some potential for heavy rain to redevelop on Sunday. Severe thunderstorms possible with 
heavy rainfall and damaging winds on both Saturday and Sunday. 
 

South Eastern     
Severe Weather Possible (Storms, Heavy Rainfall  Damaging Surf):  
Frequent showers continuing into coastal reg ons as far south as Batemans Bay this evening, although 
heavy rainfall rates are no longer expected. Showers continuing Friday with moderate rainfall totals, then 
rainfall amounts increasing again on the weekend, potentially from Saturday but more likely on Sunday. 
Severe thunderstorms wind heavy rainfall or damaging wind gusts possible throughout the area on 
Saturday, and then again about the southern highlands on Sunday. 
 

Southern 
    

Severe Weather Possible (Storms):  
Severe thunderstorms possible on Saturday with the potential for damaging wind gusts and locally heavy 
rainfall. Monitor the latest thunderstorm forecast on the registered user page. 

 

Western 
    

Severe Weather Possible (Storms): 
Severe thunderstorms with local heavy rainfall possible for the eastern half of the northern tablelands today 
and again on Friday. Severe thunderstorms with damaging gusts and locally heavy rain possible for the 
Central Tablelands on Saturday, and then again along the northern and central tablelands and western 
slopes on Sunday. Monitor the latest thunderstorm forecast on the registered user page. 
 

Longer-term (5-7 day):  
Showers continuing over the east of the state throughout the state, with some of the numerical weather 
modelling indicating potential for some heavy falls on Monday and Tuesday. Seasonal forecasts indicate 
wet conditions continuing through the early part Autumn over the eastern parts of the state. 

 

 No significant weather expected LECL Potential East Coast Low   
Potential Heavy Rainfall  
(Excluding Severe Thunderstorms) 
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  Significant Weather possible 
- maintain awareness  

Potential Severe Thunderstorms 
(See Thunderstorm Outlook)  Potential Riverine Flooding 

  Severe Weather poss ble  
Potential Severe Wind  
(Excluding Severe Thunderstorms)  

Potential Damaging Surf or 
Abnormally High Tides 

  Severe Weather l kely 
 

Potential Dangerous Fire Weather  Potential Snow 

 High-End Severe Weather possible 
High-End Severe Weather is a subset of severe weather events, including those caused by 
thunderstorms, characterised by either he peak intensity of the severe weather phenomena, the 
duration of the event, or the degree of impact (based on population density or sensitivity). 

Prepared by the SES (BoM) Meteorologist 
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Significant Weather Outlook – Friday 4 March 2022 
Not for public or media dissemination. This Outlook only includes significant or severe weather. See MetEye for the latest rainfall forecasts. 
 

Overview - Next 4 Days 
A slow-moving trough is directing showers along parts of the coast today, with the potential for 
thunderstorms and associated locally heavy rainfall in the northeast. On Saturday the focus for 
thunderstorms will shift to the south of the state as a cold front crosses NSW, with thunderstorms likely and 
heavy rainfall and damaging gusts possible. Heavy rain is likely to redevelop for some central parts of the 
state between Sunday and Tuesday. 

 

ZONE Sat 5 Mar Sun 6 Mar Mon 7 Mar Tue 8 Mar 
 

Northern     
Severe Weather Likely (Storms, Heavy Rainfall, Flooding) 
Showers across the area on Saturday, then moderate to potentially heavy rainfall developing across the 
zone from Sunday. Currently the heavier falls are expected in the south of the zone (Central Coast, Hunter 
and lower Mid North Coast), starting during Sunday then with the heaviest falls on Monday and with rainfall 
continuing into the early part of Tuesday. Rainfall totals should be generally lower for the Northern Rivers 
and upper Mid North Coast, however severe thunderstorms are likely to develop in this area Sunday 
afternoon and evening. 
 
Lord Howe Island 
Showers, with the potential for moderate falls to develop during the weekend. Showers, thunderstorms and 
possible heavy falls on Tuesday or more likely Wednesday as a low-pressure system passes to the south. 
   

Metropolitan     
Severe Weather Possible (Storms, Heavy Rainfall, Damag ng Wind):  
Severe thunderstorms possible for the west of the metro late Saturday afternoon/evening. Potential for 
some heavy rainfall to develop during Sunday. Showers will continue on Monday and Tuesday, and while 
the heavier falls are expected to shift north of the metro there is still the risk that heavy falls could remain in 
the metro.  
A strong southerly change will extend along the coast late on Sunday, with a slight chance of damaging 
winds along the coastal fringe. 
 

South Eastern     
Severe Weather Possible (Storms, Heavy Rainfall, Damaging Wind):  
Rainfall amounts increasing again on Sunday, although the heavier rainfall totals are more likely to be north 
of the zone. Severe thunderstorms with heavy rainfall or damaging wind gusts possible throughout the area 
on Saturday, and then again about the southern highlands on Sunday. The expectation is that heavy 
rainfall should be north of the area on Monday and Tuesday, however there are a few model scenarios that 
still show heavy falls on he south coast so this is still a watch point. 
A strong southerly change will extend along the coast late on Sunday, with a slight chance of damaging 
winds along the coastal fringe. 
 

Southern 
    

Severe Weather Possible (Storms):  
Seve e thunderstorms possible on Saturday in the east of the zone with the potential for damaging wind 
gusts and locally heavy rainfall. Monitor the latest thunderstorm forecast on the registered user page. 

 

Western 
    

Severe Weather Possible (Storms, Heavy Rainfall): 
Severe thunderstorms with local heavy rainfall possible for the eastern half of the northern tablelands today 
Severe thunderstorms with damaging gusts and locally heavy rain possible for the Central Tablelands on 
Saturday, and then again along the northern and central tablelands and western slopes on Sunday. 
Monitor the latest thunderstorm forecast on the registered user page. Heavy rainfall on Monday and 
Tuesday should be mainly on and east of the ranges, however some heavy falls could also extend across 
into the upper part of the Macquarie catchment. 
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Longer-term (5-7 day):  
Coastal showers continuing from Wed-Fri however totals should generally be light. Afternoon showers and 
thunderstorms are likely over the northwest inland on Thurs and next Friday. Seasonal forecasts indicate 
wet conditions continuing through the early part Autumn over the eastern parts of the state. 

 

 No significant weather expected LECL Potential East Coast Low   
Potential Heavy Rainfall  
(Excluding Severe Thunderstorms) 

  Significant Weather possible 
- maintain awareness  

Potential Severe Thunderstorms 
(See Thunderstorm Outlook)  Potential Riverine Flooding 

  Severe Weather poss ble  
Potential Severe Wind  
(Excluding Severe Thunderstorms)  

Potential Damaging Surf or 
Abnormally High Tides 

  Severe Weather l kely 
 

Potential Dangerous Fire Weather  Potential Snow 

 High-End Severe Weather possible 
High-End Severe Weather is a subset of severe weather events, including those caused by 
thunderstorms, characterised by either he peak intensity of the severe weather phenomena, the 
duration of the event, or the degree of impact (based on population density or sensitivity). 

Prepared by the SES (BoM) Meteorologist 
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Significant Weather Outlook – Saturday 5 March 2022 
Not for public or media dissemination. This Outlook only includes significant or severe weather. See MetEye for the latest rainfall forecasts. 
 

Overview - Next 4 Days 
Widespread showers and thunderstorms across eastern NSW on Sunday as an approaching cold front 
interacts with a trough along the coast and creates a broad low-pressure area over the northern inland. 
This low-pressure will reach the coast on Monday and could develop into an East Coast Low, which will 
travel slowly southwards and offshore late Monday and through Tuesday, with potential for further heavy 
rainfall, damaging winds and damaging surf on the southern flank of the low. Improved conditions on 
Wednesday, with some coastal showers but no significant rainfall totals expected. 

 

ZONE Sun 6 Mar Mon 7 Mar Tue 8 Mar Wed 9 Mar 
 

Northern     
Severe Weather Likely (Storms, Heavy Rainfall, Flooding) 
Widespread thunderstorm activity on Sunday, at any time of the day in the south of the zone  more likely in 
the afternoon/evening in the north. Locally heavy rainfall totals and damaging wind gusts possible. Heavy 
rainfall developing for the lower Mid North Coast and Hunter from Monday to early Tuesday. Any heavy 
rainfall that develops is likely to prolong flooding and will cause renewed river rises in some catchments. 
 
Lord Howe Island 
Showers, with the potential for moderate falls to develop during the weekend. Showers, thunderstorms and 
possible heavy falls on Tuesday or more likely Wednesday as a low-pressure system passes to the south. 
   

Metropolitan   
 

 

Severe Weather Possible (Storms, Heavy Rainfall, Damaging Wind, Damaging Surf):  
Severe thunderstorms are possible on Sunday, with potential for locally heavy rainfall totals and damaging 
wind gusts. An East Coast Low may develop offshore from the Mid North Coast on Monday, with heavy 
rainfall redeveloping over the Metro from potentially late Monday but more likely during Tuesday as the low 
moves southwards. Damaging easterly wind gusts near the coast and damaging surf are also possible on 
Tuesday. Any heavy rainfall that develops is likely to prolong flooding and will cause renewed river rises in 
some catchments. 
 

South Eastern     
Severe Weather Possible (Storms, Heavy Rainfall, Damaging Wind, Damaging Surf):  
Severe thunderstorms are likely on Sunday, with potential for locally heavy rainfall totals. The Illawarra 
could be a focus for some heavier falls Saturday night into Sunday morning. Showers are then likely to 
continue along the coast thr ugh Sunday and Monday, before heavier falls redevelop over the northern 
part of the zone on Tuesday as the ECL moves down the coast and offshore. Damaging easterly wind 
gusts near the coast and damaging surf are also possible on Tuesday. Any heavy rainfall that develops is 
likely to prolong flooding and will cause renewed river rises in some catchments. 
 

Southern 
    

No severe weather expected in Southern Zone from Sunday to Wednesday. Minor flooding continuing in 
the Lachlan River. 

 

Western 
    

Severe Weather Possible (Storms, Heavy Rainfall): 
Severe thunderstorms with damaging gusts and locally heavy rain possible along the northern and central 
tablelands and western slopes on Sunday, mainly in the afternoon. Heavy rainfall on Monday and Tuesday 
should be mainly on and east of the ranges, however some heavy falls could also extend across into the 
upper part of the Macquarie catchment and Namoi catchments. 
 

Longer-term (5-7 day):  
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Coastal showers continuing Thurs-Sat and some thunderstorms possible in the northeast, but significant 
rainfall totals are not likely. Seasonal forecasts indicate wet conditions continuing through the early part 
Autumn over the eastern parts of the state. 

 

 No significant weather expected LECL Potential East Coast Low   
Potential Heavy Rainfall  
(Excluding Severe Thunderstorms) 

  Significant Weather possible 
- maintain awareness  

Potential Severe Thunderstorms 
(See Thunderstorm Outlook)  Potential Riverine Flooding 

  Severe Weather poss ble  
Potential Severe Wind  
(Excluding Severe Thunderstorms)  

Potential Damaging Surf or 
Abnormally High Tides 

  Severe Weather l kely 
 

Potential Dangerous Fire Weather  Potential Snow 

 High-End Severe Weather possible 
High-End Severe Weather is a subset of severe weather events, including those caused by 
thunderstorms, characterised by either he peak intensity of the severe weather ph nomena  the 
duration of the event, or the degree of impact (based on population density or sensitivity). 

Prepared by the SES (BoM) Meteorologist 
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Significant Weather Outlook – Sunday 6 March 2022 
Not for public or media dissemination. This Outlook only includes significant or severe weather. See MetEye for the latest rainfall forecasts. 
 

Overview - Next 4 Days 
Widespread showers and thunderstorms across eastern NSW on Sunday. An area of low pressure over 
the northern inland will reach the coast on Monday night and develop into an East Coast Low. The ECL will 
travel slowly southwards and offshore on Tuesday. Further heavy rainfall will develop on the southern flank 
of the low during Monday, then damaging winds and damaging surf for the central and southern coastline 
on Tuesday and Wednesday as the low deepens offshore. Improved conditions from Wednesday, with 
some coastal showers but no significant rainfall totals expected. 

 

ZONE Mon 7 Mar Tue 8 Mar Wed 9 Mar Thu 10 Mar 
 

Northern     
Severe Weather Likely (Storms, Heavy Rainfall, Flooding) 
Heavy rainfall developing for the Mid North Coast and Hunter from Monday to early Tuesday  Any heavy 
rainfall that develops is likely to prolong flooding and will cause renewed river rises in some catchments. 
Thunderstorms possible over the northeast from Monday to Wednesday, most likely to be severe Monday 
and Tuesday. Showers (and possible thunderstorms over the ranges) on Thursday but no significant falls 
expected. Damaging surf from the low would only affect south of around Seal Rocks on Wednesday. 
 
Lord Howe Island 
Mostly clear on Monday, then showers, thunderstorms and possible heavy falls on Tuesday or more likely 
Wednesday as a low-pressure system passes to the south. 
   

Metropolitan     
Severe Weather Possible (Storms, Heavy Rainfall, Damag ng Wind, Damaging Surf):  
Locally heavy rainfall in showers and thunderstorms during Sunday night and Monday. An East Coast Low 
will develop offshore from the Mid North Coast on Monday night and will cause further periods of heavy 
rainfall over the Metro late Monday and into Tuesday as the low moves southwards. Damaging south to 
south easterly wind gusts near the coast and damaging surf are also possible on Tuesday, with the 
potential for damaging surf to last into Wednesday  Any heavy rainfall that develops is likely to prolong 
flooding and will cause renewed river rises in some catchments. 
 

South Eastern     
Severe Weather Possible (Storms, Heavy Rainfall, Damaging Wind, Damaging Surf):  
Showers and some thunderstorms are likely to continue along the coast through Sunday evening and 
Monday, before heavier falls redevelop over the northern part of the zone on Tuesday as the ECL moves 
down the coast and offshore. Damaging easterly wind gusts near the coast and damaging surf are also 
possible on Tuesday, with damaging surf likely to last into Wednesday. Any heavy rainfall that develops is 
likely to prolong flooding and will cause renewed river rises in some catchments. 
 

Southern 
    

No severe weather expected in Southern Zone from Sunday to Wednesday. Minor flooding continuing in 
the Lachlan River. 

 

Western 
    

Severe Weather Possible (Storms, Heavy Rainfall): 
Heavy rainfall on Monday and Tuesday should be mainly on and east of the ranges, however some heavy 
falls could also extend across into the upper part of the Macquarie and Namoi catchments. Afternoon 
showers/thunderstorms about the northwest slopes on Thursday but not expected to be severe. 
 

Longer-term (5-7 day):  
Coastal showers continuing Friday-Sunday. Thunderstorms possible in the northeast Friday and then 
inland over the weekend, but significant rainfall totals are not likely. Seasonal forecasts indicate wet 
conditions continuing through the early part Autumn over the eastern parts of the state. 
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 No significant weather expected LECL Potential East Coast Low   
Potential Heavy Rainfall  
(Excluding Severe Thunderstorms) 

  Significant Weather possible 
- maintain awareness  

Potential Severe Thunderstorms 
(See Thunderstorm Outlook)  Potential Riverine Flooding 

  Severe Weather poss ble  
Potential Severe Wind  
(Excluding Severe Thunderstorms)  

Potential Damaging Surf or 
Abnormally High Tides 

  Severe Weather l kely 
 

Potential Dangerous Fire Weather  Potential Snow 

 High-End Severe Weather possible 
High-End Severe Weather is a subset of severe weather events, including those caused by 
thunderstorms, characterised by either he peak intensity of the severe weather phenomena, the 
duration of the event, or the degree of impact (based on population density or sensitivity). 

Prepared by the SES (BoM) Meteorologist 
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